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Free University of Berlin - Norman Foster 2011
This building monograph details the newest addition to one of Berlin's
most important institutions, conceived and built by leading architect
Norman Foster. Occupying a central role in the intellectual life of Berlin
since the end of World War II, the Free University is one of the leading
universities in Germany. Its long-awaited redevelopment includes the
restoration of the campus' iconic Modernist buildings and the design of a
new library for the Faculty of Philology. This volume documents the
construction of that structure. Photographs, sketches, drawings, and
plans, accompanied by brief essays, reveal how this sleek and handsome
four-story structure employs the principles of radial geometry. Featuring
many of the cutting-edge concepts of its acclaimed architect Norman
Foster, this library's serpentine profile of floors generates a sequence of
light-filled spaces that inspire learning as well as provide an optimal
environment for reading and studying.
Guideline for Building Services Design Inspired by the Cradle to Cradle
Concept - Johannes Stiglmair 2020-01-31
The Cradle to Cradle ("C2C") concept is a biomimetic approach that
models human industry on nature's processes, viewing materials as
nutrients circulating in healthy and safe metabolisms. It seeks to create
systems that are not only efficient but also essentially waste free. A
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growing number of building owners and developers are looking to
implement it in their buildings, be it to increase the productivity of their
workforce, or to provide a differentiator. The C2C concept is reasonably
covered in building construction; however, it is a rather uncharted area
in building services, making it difficult for MEP engineers to develop
C2C-inspired designs. Arup set out to bridge this gap, establishing how
C2C-inspired design would look like in the different MEP disciplines, and
researching which systems, products and materials are available in the
market to meet the corresponding criteria. The result is a comprehensive
guideline that enables MEP engineers to develop a C2C-inspired design.
It covers design criteria, system selection, system sizing, design for
deconstruction, as well as material and product selection for the main
MEP disciplines, and sets out a number of criteria by which the aptness
of a design for C2C can be measured.
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) - Walter Klöpffer 2014-04-21
This first hands-on guide to ISO-compliant Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
makes this powerful tool immediately accessible to both professionals
and students. Following a general introduction on the philosophy and
purpose of LCA, the reader is taken through all the stages of a complete
LCA analysis, with each step exemplified by real-life data from a major
LCA project on beverage packaging. Measures as carbon and water
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footprint, based on the most recent international standards and
definitions, are addressed. Written by two pioneers of LCA, this practical
volume is targeted at first-time LCA users but equally makes a muchvalued reference for more experienced practitioners. From the content: *
Goal and Scope Definition * Life Cycle Inventory Analysis * Life Cycle
Impact Assessment * Interpretation, Reporting and Critical Review *
From LCA to Sustainability Assessment and more.
Photovoltaics in Buildings - Friedrich Sick 2014-01-14
The integration of photovoltaics (PV) into buildings goes beyond energy
saving by providing a clean and elegant way of actually generating
electricity. There are already numerous successful examples and rapid
technological improvements promise expansion of PV's present niche
market to that of a major energy provider of the 21st century. This
handbook is the outcome of a five year programme which took place
under the auspices of the International Energy Agency. Architects and
solar experts from 13 countries addressed the wide range of engineering
and architectural issues involved in the successful integration of PV into
buildings. It demonstrates how to maximise the overall solar contribution
to the building; integrate PV effectively with the building structure;
clarify the relationship of PV with other elements of the building's energy
system; optimise the system economics. It forms a thorough design guide
that covers all aspects if the subject and will enable all building
designers, engineers and property owners to make the integration of PV
into buildings an architecturally appealing and energetically effective
option.
Details for passive houses - Walter Pokorny 2008
This updated and expanded edition, Details for Passive Houses, includes
100 standard cross-sections that now conform to passive house
standards as well as up-to-date ecological evaluations. Planners,
architects, and engineers will ?nd reliable construction details for the
passive house standard, criteria for the proof of ecologically optimized
planning, and important information on the latest building materials.
Details for Passive Houses is an essential work of reference for students
and architectural professionals.
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Active Literature - Christopher Burke 2007
Illustrated throughout, this book explores the modernist typographer
Tschichold, and discusses the work seen in the context of his life and the
times in which he lived. The book is introduced with a short essay by
Robin Kinross, discussing Tschichold's present reputation.
Polycity - Ursula Eicker 2012
Sustainable Thinking - Rebekkah Smith Aldrich 2018-01-29
This book will show you how to harness sustainable thinking to move
forward with confidence into the unknown.
Integrated Spatial and Energy Planning - Gernot Stoeglehner
2016-04-02
This book focuses on spatial planning – an important determinant of
energy saving and renewable energy supply. Revealing the key driving
forces for spatial development supporting the shift towards energy
efficiency and renewable energy supplies, it shows the importance of
integrated spatial and energy planning approaches for a timely and
sustainable change of energy systems, thus supporting policies of climate
protection. As operating within the context of renewable energy sources
is becoming a major policy issue at the international, European and
national level, spatial dimensions of renewable energy systems as well as
challenges, barriers and opportunities in different spatial contexts
become more important. This book analyses not only the fundamental
system interrelations between resources, technologies and consumption
patterns with respect to energy, but also the links to the spatial context,
and provides guidelines for researchers as well as practitioners in this
new, emerging field. It presents innovative analytical tools to solve realworld problems and discusses the most important fields of action in
integrated spatial and energy planning including planning contents,
planning visions and principles as well as planning process design and
planning methodology.
IFLA Library Building Guidelines: Developments & Reflections Karen Latimer 2007-01-01
The information society and the information age are changing library
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services as well as library premises. This raises questions about what
needs to be considered when planning and designing new library
buildings in order to achieve attractive, efficient and future-oriented new
library spaces. This new publication provides information and guidelines
for the building planning process, whether you are planning a new public
or academic library building. It reflects on fundamental issues, on new
development trends and on the planning process. The library building
process is seen from both the library manager's perspective as well as
that of the architect and designer. Issues covered include what to
consider when investigating the need for space, library design from a
marketing viewpoint, green management and sustainability relating to
library buildings and a layman's guide to reading plans. This publication
and the IFLA guidelines provided are not seen as a traditional set of
recommendations to be rigidly adhered to since this would be unrealistic
in a fast-changing and global context. Rather, library managers and
architects should read them in order to inform their thinking on key
issues and establish a planning programme. They must then relate them
to their own countries and circumstances by making the relevant local
adjustments.
The Upcycle - William McDonough 2013-04-16
Tackles resource scarcity and sustainability and describes how everyday
objects from chairs to cars and factories are being redesigned to sustain
and promote life.
Future Forms and Design For Sustainable Cities - Mike Jenks 2006-08-11
Concentrating on the planning and design of cities, the three sections
take a logical route through the discussion from the broad considerations
at regional and city scale, to the larger city at high and lower densities
through to design considerations on the smaller block scale. Key design
issues such as access to facilities, access for sunlight, life cycle analyses,
and the impact of communications on urban design are tackled, and in
conclusion, the research is compared to large scale design examples that
have been proposed and/or implemented over the past decade to give a
vision for the future that might be achievable.
Heat, Power and Light - Roger Fouquet 2008-01-01
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"In this book, Roger Fouquet investigates the impacts of technological
innovations and economic development over the last thousand years on
our ability to provide heat, power, transport and light. Using a unique
data set, collected over a decade, the analysis identifies the forces
driving revolutions in energy services. The framework, analysis and
insights in this book offer an original perspective on future energy
markets, transitions to low-carbon economies and strategies for
addressing climate change."--BOOK JACKET.
Rethinking Climate and Energy Policies - Tilman Santarius 2016-08-18
This book calls for rethinking current climate, energy and sustainability
policy-making by presenting new insights into the rebound phenomenon;
i.e., the driving forces, mechanisms and extent of rebound effects and
potential means of mitigating them. It pursues an innovative and novel
approach to the political and scientific rebound discourse and hence,
supplements the current state-of-knowledge discussed in the field of
energy economics and recent reports by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. Building on central rebound publications from the past
four decades, this book is divided into three main sections: Part I
highlights new aspects of rebound economics by presenting insights into
issues that have so far not been satisfactorily researched, such as
rebounds in countries of the Global South, rebounds on the producerside, and rebounds from sufficiency behaviour (as opposed to rebounds
from technical efficiency improvements). In turn, Part II goes beyond
conventional economic rebound research, exploring multidisciplinary
perspectives on the phenomenon, in particular from the fields of
psychology and sociology. Advancing such multidisciplinary perspectives
delivers a more comprehensive understanding of rebound’s driving
forces, mechanisms, and policy options. Part III puts rebounds into
practice and presents several policy cases and sector-specific
approaches, including the contexts of labour markets, urban planning,
tourism, information and communication technologies, and transport.
Lastly, the book embeds the issue into the larger debate on decoupling,
green growth and degrowth, and identifies key lessons learned for
sustainable development strategies and policies at large. By employing
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such varied and in-depth analyses, the book makes an essential
contribution to the discussion of the overall question: Can resource-,
energy-use and greenhouse gas emissions be substantially reduced
without hindering economic growth?
Low Energy Cooling for Sustainable Buildings - Ursula Eicker
2009-03-23
This long-awaited reference guide provides a complete overview of low
energy cooling systems for buildings, covering a wide range of existing
and emerging sustainable energy technologies in one comprehensive
volume. An excellent data source on cooling performance, such as
building loads or solar thermal chiller efficiencies, it is essential reading
for building services and renewable energy engineers and researchers
covering sustainable design. The book is unique in including a large set
of experimental results from years of monitoring actual building and
energy plants, as well as detailed laboratory and simulation analyses.
These demonstrate which systems really work in buildings, what the real
costs are and how operation can be optimized – crucial information for
planners, builders and architects to gain confidence in applying new
technologies in the building sector. Inside you will find valuable insights
into: the energy demand of residential and office buildings; facades and
summer performance of buildings; passive cooling strategies; geothermal
cooling; active thermal cooling technologies, including absorption
cooling, desiccant cooling and new developments in low power chillers;
sustainable building operation using simulation. Supporting case study
material makes this a useful text for senior undergraduate students on
renewable and sustainable energy courses. Practical and informative, it
is the best up-to-date volume on the important and rapidly growing area
of cooling.
The Distributional Effects of Environmental Policy - Johnstone Nick
2006-02-23
This book builds upon existing literature to simultaneously examine
disparities in the distribution of environmental impacts of environmental
policy and in the distribution of financial effects among households.
European Solar Radiation Atlas - Wolfgang Palz 2012-12-06
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This atlas is a revised and updated version of the European Solar
Radiation Atlas published in 1984. The revised version contains tables
and maps displaying monthly means of global, diffuse and beam solar
radiation as well as sunhours for a large number of represenative sites in
Europe. Tables show radiation on both horizontal and inclined surfaces.
The revisions reflect the political developments in the European Union
and within neighbouring countries. The presentation of the tables has
been improved and additional information is included. An enlarged text
section provides an introduction to the systematics of solar radiation
measurement and calculation. The solar data presented in this book is a
useful source of information for the estimation of the energy harvest
potential for solar systems. The data base is provided on two 3 1/2" disks
for more ease in computer assisted design work.
Nature's Mutiny - Philipp Blom 2019-03-07
Europe where the sun dares scarce appear For freezing meteors and
congealed cold.' - Christopher Marlowe In this innovative and compelling
work of environmental history, Philipp Blom chronicles the great climate
crisis of the 1600s, a crisis that would transform the entire social and
political fabric of Europe. While hints of a crisis appeared as early as the
1570s, by the end of the sixteenth century the temperature plummeted
so drastically that Mediterranean harbours were covered with ice, birds
literally dropped out of the sky, and ‘frost fairs’ were erected on a frozen
Thames – with kiosks, taverns, and even brothels that become a semipermanent part of the city. Recounting the deep legacy and sweeping
consequences of this ‘Little Ice Age’, acclaimed historian Philipp Blom
reveals how the European landscape had ineradicably changed by the
mid-seventeenth century. While apocalyptic weather patterns destroyed
entire harvests and incited mass migrations, Blom brilliantly shows how
they also gave rise to the growth of European cities, the appearance of
early capitalism, and the vigorous stirrings of the Enlightenment. A
sweeping examination of how a society responds to profound and
unexpected change, Nature’s Mutiny will transform the way we think
about climate change in the twenty-first century and beyond.
Mensch und Computer 2015 – Workshopband - Anette Weisbecker
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2015-09-14
The Workshop Volume from the Humans and Computers Conference
documents the advanced tutorials that were presented to deepen the
understanding gained from the conference lectures. It presents case
studies along with accompanying exercises.
Innovations in Fuel Cell Technologies - Robert Steinberger-Wilckens
2010
Fuel Cells have evolved from an exotic technology only feasible under the
constraints of space flight into a product addressing the `everman'
consumer, although at first, in niche markets only. The considerable level
of technological readiness that has been reached today finally gives rise
to hopes that fuel cells will eventually make it to larger markets within
the decade leading up to the year 2020. The potential in fuel cell
technologies is tremendous and their commercial success is necessary in
tailoring the worldwide energy supply systems towards efficiencies and
emission levels that allow a long-term stable and sustainable
development for the world economy and the environment. Innovations in
Fuel Cell Technologies provides a state-of-the-art review on new fields of
research that have high potential and interest for the fuel cell
community. The main technology problems are discussed and current
gaps to market success identified. The innovations covered in the book
deliver new answers to pertinent problems and/or offer new
opportunities, be it in operating conditions, application area, extension of
lifetime, new fuels, exciting new diagnosis or analysis methods. Key
issues discussed are the prospects for miniaturising fuel cells, hightemperature polymer membrane fuel cells and their application as an onboard electricity supply in large vehicles, non-standard fuels like pure
carbon and the handling of fuel impurities, degradation issues and
accelerated lifetime testing, the prospects of reversing the fuel cell
reactions towards producing instead of consuming hydrogen and the
pitfalls in bringing a technology from demonstration to technical
maturity. Innovations in Fuel Cell Technologies directs the reader's
attention to the developments of tomorrow. The chapter serve as an early
warning to technology developers of the rewarding prospects on the
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horizon as well as orientation to students and young researchers in
guiding their future studies. Energy lies at the heart of modern society,
and it is critical that we make informed choices of the methods by which
we convert and manage energy. The RSC Energy and Environment
Series is a suite of professional reference books that will provide an upto-date and critical perspective on the various options available.
Encyclopedia of Statistical Sciences, 16 Volume Set - 2005-12-16
Countless professionals and students who use statistics in their work rely
on the multi-volume Encyclopedia of Statistical Sciences as a superior
and unique source of information on statistical theory, methods, and
applications. This new edition (available in both print and on-line
versions) is designed to bring the encyclopedia in line with the latest
topics and advances made in statistical science over the past decade--in
areas such as computer-intensive statistical methodology, genetics,
medicine, the environment, and other applications. Written by over 600
world-renowned experts (including the editors), the entries are selfcontained and easily understood by readers with a limited statistical
background. With the publication of this second edition in 16 printed
volumes, the Encyclopedia of Statistical Sciences retains its position as a
cutting-edge reference of choice for those working in statistics,
biostatistics, quality control, economics, sociology, engineering,
probability theory, computer science, biomedicine, psychology, and many
other areas.
Polymers in Concrete Towards Innovation, Productivity and
Sustainability in the Built Environment - Sook Fun Wong 2015-11-26
Selected, peer reviewed papers from the 15th International Congress on
Polymers in Concrete (ICPIC 2015), October 19-21, 2015, Singapore
Smart Bioenergy - Daniela Thrän 2015-04-20
Biomass is a vital source of renewable energy, because it offers a wide
range of established and potential methods for energy generation. It is
also an important facet of the progression toward a sustainable energy
future. The need for further development in the provision of bioenergy is
underlined by challenges affecting the biomass resource base, including
rising demand for biomass for food, feed, materials and fuel. This is
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underlined by significant concerns over factors relating to land, such as
soil, nutrients and biodiversity. This book examines and analyzes
Germany's decade-long initiative toward implementation of an active
policy for the transition of the energy system to make greater use of
renewable energy sources, which has resulted in a significant increase in
the amount of biomass used for electricity, heat and transport fuel. The
book begins with a review of market and resource base issues and moves
on to analyze the technical options for a more integrated bioenergy use.
The analysis spans the entire bioenergy provision chain including solid,
liquid and gaseous biofuels. A case study offers a detailed model of the
effects of smart biomass energy on the German energy system. The book
closes with a view of the most promising fields and an appraisal of
needed elements for a successful transition.
Bioeconomy for Beginners - Joachim Pietzsch 2020-03-06
This book provides an interdisciplinary and comprehensible introduction
to bioeconomy. It thus provides basic knowledge for understanding a
transformation process that will shape the 21st century and requires the
integration of many disciplines and industries that have had little to do
with each other up to now. We are talking about the gradual and
necessary transition from the age of fossil fuels, which began around 200
years ago, to a global economy based on renewable raw materials (and
renewable energies). The success of this transition is key to coping with
the challenge of climate change. This book conceives the realization of
bioeconomy as a threefold task – a scientific, an economic and an
ecological one. · Where does the biomass come from that we need
primarily for feeding the growing world population but also for future
energy and material use? How can it be processed in biorefineries and
what role does biotechnology play in this regard? · Which aspects of
innovation economics need to be considered, which economic aspects of
value creation, competitiveness and customer acceptance are important?
· What conditions must a bioeconomy fulfil in order to enable a
sustainable development of life on earth? May it be regarded as a key to
further economic growth or shouldn’t it rather orient itself towards the
ideal of sufficiency? By dealing with these questions from the not
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necessarily consistent perspectives of proven experts, this book provides
an interdisciplinary overview of a dynamic field of research and practice
that raises more questions than answers and thus may nurture the
motivation of many more people to seriously engage for the realization of
a bioeconomy.
The Routledge Handbook of Energy Security - Benjamin K. Sovacool
2010-12-16
This Handbook examines the subject of energy security: its definition,
dimensions, ways to measure and index it, and the complicating factors
that are often overlooked. The volume identifies varying definitions and
dimensions of energy security, including those that prioritize security of
supply and affordability alongside those that emphasize availability,
energy efficiency, trade, environmental quality, and social and political
stewardship. It also explores the various metrics that can be used to give
energy security more coherence, and also to enable it to be measured,
including recent attempts to measure energy security progress at the
national level, with a special emphasis placed on countries within the
Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),
countries within Asia, and industrialized countries worldwide. This
Handbook: • Broadens existing discussions of energy security that center
on access to fuels, including "oil security" and "coal security." • Focuses
not only on the supply side of energy but also the demand, taking a hard
look at energy services and politics along with technologies and
infrastructure; • Investigates energy security issues such as energy
poverty, equity and access, and development; • Analyzes ways to index
and measure energy security progress at the national and international
level. This book will be of much interest to students of energy security,
energy policy, economics, environmental studies, and IR/Security Studies
in general.
Open I Close - Anette Hochberg 2010
A practical handbook for the planning and construction of all forms of
apertures and openings, from doors to skylights, from the first design
idea to the final details, ideal for quick and targeted consultation.
Support I Materialise - Henning Baurmann 2013-10-25
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Designing and constructing load-bearing building elements Columns,
walls and floors make up the skeleton of nearly every building. This third
volume in the series SCALE, Support| Materialise, takes an in-depth look
at these load-bearing structures, covering the development and
realization of appropriate constructions from idea and design intention
all the way to constructional implementation. Following the traditional
building methods of massive, cross-wall, and skeleton construction, it
points the way toward a material-appropriate constructional approach to
these defining structural elements – columns, walls,and floors. Special
attention is given to how constructional and technical considerations can
be harmonized with spatial and formal commitments. The load-bearing
elements are organized, described, and explored in detail from a material
as well as a formal and constructional perspective. Their practical
implementation is illustrated by a series of international examples.
Solar City, Linz Pichling, Nachhaltige Stadtentwicklung - Martin
Treberspurg 2008
The city administration of the Unz decided take an innovative step in the
90's: housing had to be built for over 10,000 people, which made a largescale city expansion necessary. Since conventional buildings consume
large amounts of fossil fuel, the decision was made to pursue a purely
ecological variant for the first time in a dense residential project.
ARTEC Architekten - Bettina Götz 2018-03-15
ARTEC Architekten is one of Austria's leading contemporary architecture
firms with a reputation for masterful understanding of the relationship
between architecture and the creation of constructive urban
environments. Since founding their firm in 1987, Bettina Götz and
Richard Manahl have contributed significantly to the discourse on urban
design both in Austria and abroad. At the heart of their work is one of the
key issues facing today's cities: housing and its potential to shape the
social landscape An illustrated manifesto on building concepts in the
urban context, ARTEC Architekten introduces readers to the innovative
thinking of Götz and Manahl. Six topical essays by Götz and Manahl are
illustrated with photographs and renderings, as well as floor plans and
sections from a vast selection of their projects. The book's unique design
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demonstrates visually what the essays elaborate upon in theory: ARTEC
Architekten's ongoing engagement with architecture's core topics and
the past and present of housing.
Enclose | Build - Eva Maria Herrmann 2015-07-01
The building shell is the interface with the outside world, it offers
protection and at the same time represents its owners or occupants. But
what are the criteria for choosing a specific shell? Why is a particular
material used on a particular undercoat? The fifth volume of the SCALE
series, Enclose | Build, is not about the curtain, the dressing of the
facade that surrounds a building, but rather on a causal level about the
exterior termination of a building, the wall, the facade, which can be
made of various materials, surfaces, and achieves different design
effects. It shows the conditions under which certain constructions can be
employed and why; what criteria such as construction costs, issues of
sustainability, of energy efficiency, of assembly or of insulation or
protection against moisture can also influence the choice of a system. In
addition to classical constructions, Enclose | Build offers a look at future
developments. How will the facade evolve as an interface for
information? What do viable concepts for environmentally active, energyefficient building shells look like? Enclose | Build is an indispensable tool
for every architect and planner.
The Warming Papers - David Archer 2013-04-29
Chosen for the 2011 ASLI Choice - Honorable Mention (History
Category) for a compendium of the key scientific papers that undergird
the global warming forecast. Global warming is arguably the defining
scientific issue of modern times, but it is not widely appreciated that the
foundations of our understanding were laid almost two centuries ago
with the postulation of a greenhouse effect by Fourier in 1827. The
sensitivity of climate to changes in atmospheric CO2 was first estimated
about one century ago, and the rise in atmospheric CO2 concentration
was discovered half a century ago. The fundamentals of the science
underlying the forecast for human-induced climate change were being
published and debated long before the issue rose to public prominence in
the last few decades. The Warming Papers is a compendium of the
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classic scientific papers that constitute the foundation of the global
warming forecast. The paper trail ranges from Fourier and Arrhenius in
the 19th Century to Manabe and Hansen in modern times. Archer and
Pierrehumbert provide introductions and commentary which places the
papers in their context and provide students with tools to develop and
extend their understanding of the subject. The book captures the
excitement and the uncertainty that always exist at the cutting edge of
research, and is invaluable reading for students of climate science,
scientists, historians of science, and others interested in climate change.
Electricity in Gases - John Sealy Edward Townsend 2018-10-22
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Sustainable Smart Cities - Marta Peris-Ortiz 2016-10-05
This volume provides the most current research on smart cities.
Specifically, it focuses on the economic development and sustainability of
smart cities and examines how to transform older industrial cities into
sustainable smart cities. It aims to identify the role of the following
elements in the creation and management of smart cities:• Citizen
participation and empowerment • Value creation mechanisms • Public
administration• Quality of life and sustainability• Democracy• ICT•
Private initiatives and entrepreneurship Regardless of their size, all cities
are ultimately agglomerations of people and institutions. Agglomeration
economies make it possible to attain minimum efficiencies of scale in the
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organization and delivery of services. However, the economic benefits do
not constitute the main advantage of a city. A city’s status rests on three
dimensions: (1) political impetus, which is the result of citizens’
participation and the public administration’s agenda; (2) applications
derived from technological advances (especially in ICT); and (3)
cooperation between public and private initiatives in business
development and entrepreneurship. These three dimensions determine
which resources are necessary to create smart cities. But a smart city,
ideal in the way it channels and resolves technological, social and
economic-growth issues, requires many additional elements to function
at a high-performance level, such as culture (an environment that
empowers and engages citizens) and physical infrastructure designed to
foster competition and collaboration, encourage new ideas and actions,
and set the stage for new business creation. Featuring contributions with
models, tools and cases from around the world, this book will be a
valuable resource for researchers, students, academics, professionals
and policymakers interested in smart cities.
Photovoltaics - Konrad Mertens 2018-07-23
A comprehensive tutorial on photovoltaic technology now fully updated
to include solar storage and the latest methods for on-site plant
measurements Starting with the basic principles of solar energy, this
fully updated, practical text explains the fundamentals of semiconductor
physics and the structure and functioning of the solar cell. It describes
the latest measurement techniques for solar modules, and the planning
and operation of grid-connected and off-grid PV systems. It also looks at
other thin film cells, hybrid wafer cells, and concentrator systems.
Additionally, this Second Edition covers solar modules and solar
generators; system technology of grid connected plants; the storage of
solar energy; photovoltaic measurement technology; the planning and
operation of grid-connected systems; economic efficiency of PV systems;
and the future development of PV. Presents the latest advances in PV
R&D and industry deployment Updated illustrations and tabular data
reflect current state-of-the-art and PV technology efficiencies Offers
expanded tutorial sections to aid teaching and self-study Includes a
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brand-new chapter on Solar Energy Storage Features two enlarged
chapters—one on up-to-date photovoltaic metrology and the other on the
future developments in photovoltaics Comes along with the
accompanying website www.textbook-pv.org which offers free
downloadable figures of the book, solutions of exercises, additional free
PV software etc. Developed to prepare engineering students for the PV
industry, this practical text is an essential PV primer.
Urban Ecosystems - Jürgen Breuste 2021
This textbook answers important questions about the ecological
structure, functions and socio-ecological development of cities
worldwide. It explains ecological challenges for cities of the 21st century
such as resource efficiency, climate change, moderation of quality of life
and resilience. The book combines theories of urban development and
ecology with practical applications and case studiest worldwide. It shows
that cities are by far not only problem areas but also offer great potential
for a good life and that the various urban ecosystems can make a
considerable contribution to this. The "eco-city" is a real goal that can be
pursued step by step in a targeted manner, taking into account the local
and regional context. This book is a translation of the original German
1st edition, Stadtokosysteme by Jurgen Breuste published by Springer
Fachmedien Wiesbaden GmbH, part of Springer Nature in 2016. The
translation was done with the help of artificial intelligence (machine
translation by the service DeepL.com). A subsequent human revision was
done primarily in terms of content, so that the book will read stylistically
differently from a conventional translation. Springer Nature works
continuously to further the development of tools for the production of
books and on the related technologies to support the authors. Four
renowned urban ecologists have contributed their specific experience.
Jurgen Breuste is an urban ecologist in several universities as president
of the Society for Urban Ecology (SURE) on the topics of sustainable
urban development, urban biodiversity, ecosystem services and ecocities. Dagmar Haase is a landscape ecologist and works at the Humboldt
University of Berlin on urban ecosystem services and land use modeling.
Stephan Pauleit is a landscape planner and works at the Technical
scale-warmen-und-kuhlen-energiekonzepte-prinzipie

University of Munich on strategies for the sustainable development of
urban landscapes. Martin Sauerwein is a geographer and works at the
University of Hildesheim, Germany, on geo-ecology in cultural
landscapes, geo-archaeology and soil protection. The textbook addresses
a broad audience of students, teachers and also offers its services to
practitioners in the fields of ecology, urban ecology, urban development,
sustainability, urban geography, nature and landscape conservation,
spatial planning, landscape ecology, and urban studies. Case studies,
examples and explanations allow a deeper insight. Questions at the end
of each chapter help to check the progress of knowledge, and a
comprehensive bibliography are helpful for further studies
Commercial Nuclear Power - 1987
Energy in Architecture - John R. Goulding 1992
A detailed design guide to energy-efficient, passive solar architecture,
drawing together essential information from leading European
practitioners and world experts. The book includes arguments for energy
conservation in Europe and a review of CEC solar programmes. The first
section of the book concentrates on the environment, providing an
analysis of European climates, with examples of typical architectural
responses, both traditional and modern. A topographical analysis of a
range of locations including coastal, plain and woodland locations,
illustrating different architectural choices in a representative range. The
second section looks at buildings examining such issues as passive solar
heating strategies, daylighting control systems and evaluation methods.
The Child's Conception of Physical Causality - Jean Piaget 1999
Our encounters with the physical world are filled with miraculous
puzzles-wind appears from somewhere, heavy objects (like oil tankers)
float on oceans, yet smaller objects go to the bottom of our water-filled
buckets. As adults, instead of confronting a whole world, we are reduced
to driving from one parking garage to another. The Child's Conception of
Physical Causality, part of the very beginning of the ground-breaking
work of the Swiss naturalist Jean Piaget, is filled with creative
experimental ideas for probing the most sophisticated ways of thinking in
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children. The strength of Piaget's research is evident in this collection of
empirical data, systematically organized by tasks that illuminate how
things work. Piaget's data are remarkably rich. In his new introduction,
Jaan Valsiner observes that Piaget had no grand theoretical aims, yet the
book's simple power cannot be ignored. Piaget's great contribution to
developmental psychology was his "clinical method"-a tactic that
integrated relevant aspects of naturalistic experiment, interview, and
observation. Through this systematic inquiry, we gain insight into
children's thinking. Reading Piaget will encourage the contemporary
reader to think about the unity of psychological phenomena and their
theoretical underpinnings. His wealth of creative experimental ideas
probes into the most sophisticated ways of thinking in children.
Technologies change, yet the creative curiosity of children remains
basically unhindered by the consumer society. Piaget's data preserve the
reality of the original phenomena. As such, this work will provide a
wealth of information for developmental psychologists and those involved
in the field of experimental science. Jean Piaget (1896-1980) is known for
investigations of thought processes. He was professor at Geneva
University (1929-1954) and director of the International Center for
Epistemology (1955-1980). He is the author of The Language and
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Thought of the Child, Judgment and Reasoning in the Child, The Origin of
Intelligence in Children, and The Early Growth of Logic in the Child. Jaan
Valsiner is professor of psychology at Clark University, and a recognized
authority on the life and work of Piaget.
Lola - Arthur Griffiths 1877
Container Atlas - Han Slawik 2020-04-21
The book Container Atlas. A Practical Guide to Container Architecture
presents a wide range of projects in container architecture - a
contemporary architectural phenomenon. Container architecture has
become an essential part of our twenty-first century surroundings, with it
being used to create modular structures for pavilions, brand showrooms,
retail premises, and even residential homes. Ten years after the first
publication of Container Atlas, this eagerly anticipated follow-up charts
how this movement has evolved into an essential part of today's
architectural vocabulary. Container Atlas serves as a practical and
inspirational reference not only for architects and engineers, but also for
all creatives eager to learn about the rich and diverse language of
container architecture and modular building."
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